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The ability of MCFCs as carbon dioxide concentrator is an alternative solution among the carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologi
emission of an existing plant, providing energy instead of implying penalties. Moreover, the fuel flexibility exhibited by MCFCs incre
such a solution.

This paper provides the performance characterization of MCFCs operated in CCS configuration and fed with either natural gas or b
results are referred to a base CCS unit constituted by a MCFC stack fed from a reformer and integrated with an oxycombustor. A com
carried out to evaluate the effect of fuel composition on energy efficiency and CO2 capture performance.

A higher CO2 removal ability is revealed for the natural feeding case, bringing to a significant reduction in MCFC total area (�11.5%
in produced net power (þ13%). Moreover, the separated CO2 results in 89% (natural gas) and 86.5% (biogas) of the CO2 globally delive
unit. Further investigation will be carried out to provide a comprehensive assessment of the different solu-tions eco-efficiency conside
source and availability.
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and the urgent topics related to environmental sustainability and 
energy efficiency. Several studies have shown how these critical 
topics could find a promising solution in Molten Carbonate Fuel 
Cell (MCFC) technology, thanks to its excellent efficiency and 
intrinsic operation.

Fuel cells represent one of the most efficient devices for direct 
energy conversion. Amongst them, MCFCs can be operated flexibly 
with different fuel compositions and can also be exploited as car-bon 
dioxide concentrators. Indeed, the electrochemical process that takes 
place within MCFCs (Eqs. (1) and (2)) involves the migration of CO2

molecules from the cathode to the anode of the fuel cell (FC). This 

process plays a key role in the FC power generation and can be useful 
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gases fed to the cathode side, following a concept already investi-
gated in several simulation [1e5] and experimental [6e9] works, 
for large and small scale applications. Moreover, on the anode side, 
the combination of high operating temperature (~650 �C) and 
catalytic metals within FC layers (Ni-based) fosters the internal fuel 
reforming, enabling the fuel cell operation with natural gas, biogas 
or other gaseous fuels directly.

Fuel flexibility is widely acknowledged as one of the most 
attractive features of these devices and gives way to the utilization 
of renewable and other unconventional fuels. This solution has 
been widely discussed in literature where information about some 
demonstration pilot and industrial FC modules are available, for 
instance the thermal integration of MCFCs and anaerobic digesters 
to produce heat and power in waste water treatment stations fa-
cilities [10] wherein a moderate voltage loss with respect to pure 
natural gas operation must be acknowledged owing to the mixture 
of biogas and natural gas that is supplied to the anode [11].

Despite this efficiency reduction, which is naturally associated 
to the different fuel composition, several publications recognize the 
enormous synergy potential between fuel cells and biogas systems, 
considering the wide deployment of biogas production facilities 
and the possibility of providing a de-centralized power production 
by means of a sustainable and clean primary energy supply [12]. 
One of the critical point of this joint development is the design of a 
proper and cost-effective fuel processing system. Biogas clean-up 
processes involve the installation of ultra-efficient purification 
technologies, for reasons associated to the severe poisoning effect 
of H2S, mercaptane, siloxane and other minor trace gases on MCFC 
catalytic materials [12e15]. In particular, sulfur traces are a well 
recognized issue for high temperature fuel cells, whose perfor-
mances and durability are strongly affected by the poisoning 
mechanisms that arise on the anode and cathode surfaces (nickel 
sulphide formation), and also within the electrolyte (sulphate for-
mation) [16]. For this reason the tolerance on H2S (on the anode 
side) and SO2 (at the cathode) is commonly assumed to be very 
close to 1 ppm [17e19].

Small size fuel cell power plant fed by natural gas/biogas have 
already been considered a promising solution for CO2 separation 
when integrated in a wastewater treatment facility [1]. In this 
framework, the unusual working conditions that arise from both 
CCS assessment (high CO2 utilization factors) and utilization of 
alternative fuels (different H/C ratios with respect to NG), require a 
deep investigation on MCFC behavior inasmuch as these could 
meet operational limits on waste heat management or critical over-
potential losses (due to high UCO2 ). In this work, the particular 
operative conditions of this kind of power plants is considered 
which could influence the system design and plant performances in 
terms of electric and CO2 capture efficiencies; these aspects are 
herein evaluated through comparative analysis.

Natural gas and biogas feeding options are analyzed and 
compared in Ref. [20] but only for MCFC installations in wastewater 
treatment facilities with trigeneration scopes. Nevertheless, the 
study does not consider the CCS application and is based only on 
modeling results. Other authors approach the integration of 
wastewater treatment facilities with MCFC units [21]; not including 
CCS application and considering biogas utilization only; unfortu-
nately, this work does not rely on experimental data. MCFCs pow-
ered by biogas are further investigated in Ref. [22] through model 
simulations considering both CCS and trigeneration scopes. 
Comparative assessments based on experimental data and relative 
to the exploitation of biogas and city gas are finally provided in 
Refs. [23], but they deal with a different application based on a 
MCFC/micro gas turbine hybrid plant which does not include CCS.

This literature review therefore evidences the lack of studies on 
biogas-fed MCFC based on a specific experimental investigation.
The main contribution of the present study is thus to approach a 
comparative analysis based on experimental tests performed at 
lab-scale on MCFCs operated in CCS configuration and fed with 
either natural gas or biogas. Moreover, these tests were carried out 
with cathodic streams reproducing real exhaust gases from con-
ventional internal combustion engines.

The specific target of the present work is hence to characterize 
and compare the utilization of MCFCs in CCS application with 
natural gas or bio gas fuels. In order to obtain a generalized result, 
this analysis is performed on a reference base CCS unit installed 
downstream of a reciprocating internal combustion engine (ICE). 
The fuel cell CCS subsystem is in practice constituted by a MCFC 
stack directly fed from a reformer and integrated with an oxy-
combustor and ASU assembly (Air Separator Unit). A comparative 
analysis is carried out to evaluate the effect of fuel composition on 
energy efficiency and CO2 capture performance of the considered 
base CCS unit, as well as on its sizing. Furthermore, improvements 
that could be attained in terms of CO2 performance under particular 
operating conditions and potential reductions of investments costs 
are investigated for the operation on natural gas, biogas and spe-
cific fuel blends reported in Ref. [1] as result of system 
optimization.

From a practical standpoint, all the evaluations are based on 
results from preliminary experimental activities aimed at investi-
gating (through the determination of polarization curves) the fuel 
cell behavior in CCS applications. Overall, three different reformed 
fuels (obtained by a proper combination of natural gas and biogas) 
and three different cathode gases, all derived from assessments 
relative to plant layouts discussed in Refs. [1], are considered for 
the experimental activity whose test campaign is then scheduled to 
fully characterize the MCFC behavior in terms of H2, O2 and CO2 
utilization factors, resulting in the functional relations between 
electric efficiency, CO2 capture rate and current density. These 
laboratory simulations are then exploited for a first theoretical 
design of the base CCS unit to be ideally integrated as a carbon 
concentrator in a sewage treatment facility.

Finally, this work has been further extended with the techno-
economic simulation of the most interesting case studies among 
those initially investigated. The techno-economic evaluations aim 
to identify the most profitable MCFC feeding conditions and, 
therefore, to optimize plants layouts previously considered for the 
retrofitting of a wastewater treatment plant equipped with recip-
rocating engines. Specifically, techno-economic evaluations are 
approached by assuming two alternative design criteria (constant 
installed MCFC electric power or constant exhausts flow rate to be 
processed), both assessed on the basis of the most promising 
configurations emerged from the experimental activity.

The main findings are the ability of the CCS unit (MCFC þ 
oxycombustor) to store 89% and 86% of the treated carbon dioxide 
for the natural gas and biogas fueled systems respectively.
The former solution produces 0:485 kWh,kg�CO

1
2 
(kWh for kilogram 

of stored CO2) whilst the latter reaches 0:41 kWh,kg�CO
1
2 
.

Moreover, the study confirms the extreme importance of MCFC 
capital cost on the competitiveness of this type of installations, 
which enables the efficient capture of CO2 even if only after a wide 
deployment of the technology that ensures mass production and 
hence lower costs; otherwise the solution is technically feasible but 
not economically appealing.

2. Carbon capture from an existing plant

2.1. MCFC: operating principle

MCFCs are DC power units that exploit the following electro-
chemical reactions to generate current (even if other secondary 

reactions may contribute to generate electricity):



Table 1
Composition of anodic mixtures for the three cases proposed.

Fuel molar compositions ng bio biopt

XCO 7.92 5.51 5.98
XCO2

8.84 13.32 12.44
XH2

58.48 42.05 45.36
XH2O 24.49 38.13 35.4
XN2

0.27 0.99 0.82
Total Flow [ml min�1 cm�2] 2.65 3.23 3.10
Dry Flow [ml min�1 cm�2] 2.0 2.0 2.0

Table 2
Composition of cathodic mixtures for the three cases considered.

Oxidant molar compositions base enr copt

XCO2
12.3 9.1 7.3

XH2O 15.5 11.5 9.9
XO2

2.8 7.4 13.0
XN2

69.5 71.9 69.8
�1 �2
1
2
O2 þ CO2 þ 2�/CO¼

3 ðcathodeÞ (1)

H2 þ CO¼
3/H2Oþ CO2 þ 2e� ðanodeÞ (2)

H2 þ
1
2
O2 þ CO2/H2Oþ CO2 ðtotalÞ (3)

3

The ability of MCFCs to convey CO2 from the cathode to the 
anode, via CO¼ ion migration across the electrolyte (Fig. 1), char-
acterizes this fuel cell and enables its utilization as a carbon dioxide 
concentrator [24,7]. Also the Water Gas Shift (WGS) reaction, which 
can reach equilibrium quite fast in the investigated operative 
conditions (see Section 3.2), has an effect on the anode off-gas 
composition [25]:

COþ H2O/CO2 þ H2 ðwater gas shiftÞ (4)
 
 

 

Total Flow [ml min cm ] 15.16 14.45 14.21
Dry Flow [ml min�1 cm�2] 12.8 12.8 12.8
2 inlet

2.2. MCFC-CCS base unit

In the present paper, it is assumed to treat exhaust gases from an 
existing ICE group by means of a unit, namely base CCS unit, 
constituted by a MCFC stack integrated with an oxycombustor-ASU 
and directly fed through a reformer. The base CCS unit is installed 
downstream the ICE plant and fueled by natural gas or biogas. Fig. 1 
shows a schematic representation of CO2 streams within the CCS 
base unit. Cathode inlet stands for the exhaust gases to be pro-
cessed while CO2 emitted is the residual carbon dioxide that is still 
present in the process gas at the cathode outlet. The composition 
and temperature at anode inlet are determined by the different 
MCFC feeding strategies investigated herein. This information is 
presented in Tables 1 and 2 where the anodic and cathodic feeding 
conditions considered in the comparative analysis are presented; in 
these tables, CO2 fuel and CO2 exhaust are the corresponding CO2

streams entering the MCFC on the anode and cathode sides 
respectively. Only in the biopt-copt case (see Tables 1 and 2), the 
carbon dioxide stream at cathode inlet (COcath ) differs from
CO2 exhaust as a result of the recirculation loop added to the stack.
This recirculation loop also implies that the carbon dioxide stream
at cathode outlet (COcath

2 out) differs from CO2 emitted. CO2 rem is the in-
ternal CO2 stream transferred by the cell from cathode to anode,
strictly related to the CO2 concentrator capability exhibited by the
Fig. 1. MCFC working principle scheme, under CCS conditio
MCFC stack. Consequently, COan
2 out is the carbon dioxide stream

resulting from the sum of CO2 rem and CO2 fuel; COan
2 out coincides with

COoxy
2 in in all cases except for biopt-copt similarly to the cathode side

as consequence of the second recirculation loop. Since the anodic
off-gas still contains unreacted species (in the following H2 and CO
are considered), the oxycombustor is needed to allow for CO2
separation through water condensation. Therefore, CO2 storage,
determined as the sum of COoxy

2 in and the carbon dioxide produced
by oxycombustion CO2

CO, is the carbon dioxide which can be sepa-
rated and delivered to subsequent treatments (e.g. compression,
liquefaction).

2.3. Anodic conditions

In the experimental activity performed in order to assess the 
MCFC behavior, three different anodic mixtures with the same
overall dry volumetric flow rate were considered (Table 1). The first
fuel (ng) is a typical reformate gas (steam reformed natural gas) 
constituted by carbon monoxide and dioxide, hydrogen, water and 
traces of nitrogen. The second composition proposed (bio) is a
reformate gas but, in this case, from a typical anaerobic digestion 
biogas; this anodic gas is a mixture containing the same species but
ns, as implemented in the CCS base unit under study.



in a different proportion. Finally, the third mixture (biopt) derives 
from same biogas but its composition relates to a particular plant 
optimization as discussed in Ref. [1]. For the sake of simplicity, full 
hydrocarbon conversion in the reformer is assumed in all cases.

Given that this work is aimed at characterizing the thermo-
electric and economic performances of MCFC applied to CCS both 
for natural gas and biogas operation, fuel processing is simply 
constituted by a reforming unit downstream a clean-up section. 
This is the reason why the third mixture was considered, since it 
has intermediate features between natural gas and biogas and 
hence allows for a better characterization of the MCFC behavior 
when fed by natural gas or biogas. In summary, three fuels are 
considered:

1. reformed natural gas (ng);
2. reformed biogas (bio);
3. bio-optimized gas (biopt).

For each fuel mixture Fig. 2A highlights the fuel utilization factor

calculated, referred to the equivalent hydrogen flow rate Heq
2 (Eq.

(5)), as a function of current density. Heq
2 is defined as follows:

Heq
2 ¼ mH2

þmCO þ 4mCH4
(5)

where mH2 , mCO and mCH4 are, respectively, the hydrogen, carbon 
monoxide and methane molar flow rates in the fuel stream. mCH4 is 
equal to zero in all the cases considered here.

The trend obtained for the biopt mixture lies between the 
others, even if the two biogas-derived compositions are quite 
similar. The ng fuel exploitation trend, instead, is far from the biogas 
case which is an important feature with an important effect on 
efficiency. This is discussed below.
2.4. Cathodic conditions

In order to characterize the MCFC performance in a CCS appli-
cation, the composition of the cathode inlet stream is similar to the 
exhaust gases of reciprocating engine operating on biogas; i.e. 
combustion gases of biogas and air in stoichiometric conditions. 
Specifically, aiming to better highlight and characterize the MCFC 
behavior, three different cases are investigated (Table 2):

1. exhaust gases “as is” (base);
2. exhaust gases enriched with air to provide suitable oxygen 

content without diluting the mixture too much, thus keeping 
the carbon dioxide content over 9% (enr);

3. the cathodic mixture indicated in Ref. [1] (copt) relative to biopt.
Fig. 2. (A) Uf trend for the three different anodic compositions; (B) trends of Uox and PO2
=PCO

of current density for all cathodic mixtures.
Table 2 summarizes the main features of the cathodic mixtures, 
whose dry volume flow rate is the same for all the cases under 
study, and Fig. 2B presents the trends of oxygen utilization factor 
(Uox), showing that the composition of the cathodic mixture varies 
as a function of current density. Also the trend of ratio PO2 =PCO2 of 
partial pressure is depicted in this figure.

Finally, the trends of carbon dioxide utilization factor (UCO2 ) 
when varying the current density are plotted in Fig. 2C for all the 
investigated cases. These influence of all these parameters on 
voltage, power and efficiency are discussed in Section 4.
3. Experimental

3.1. Setup and methodology

The entire test campaign was performed by Fuel Cell Laboratory 
staff at the University of Perugia. Specifically, tests were carried out 
on individual molten carbonate cells with dimensions 8.9 � 8.9 cm 
(approximate surface area 80 cm2) supplied by FCES (FuelCell 
Energie Solutions GmbH). The electrodes are Nickel based and the 
electrolyte is a typical lithium carbonate and potassium carbonate 
mixture. Further details are not available because of confidentiality. 
The fuel cell is sandwiched between two current collectors and 
included in the anodic and cathodic frames (Fig. 3) which supply 
the gas, expel the exhaust gases and drain the electric current 
collected. The MCFC works under a mechanic load of 2.2 bar pro-
duced by a hydraulic piston to avoid gas leakage across the cell 
borders. The test facility lay-out is already described in details in 
Ref. [26]. The main instruments are: Agilent Technologies DC 
Electronic Loads N3304A, using remote sensing input for the 
monitoring of current (resolution: 0.1 mA; accuracy:±0.05% þ 5 
mA) and cell voltage (resolution: 0.1 mV; accuracy:±0.05% þ 3 mV) 
directly at the electrodes; Brooks 5850E Digital Mass Flow 
Controllers (±0.7% of rate and ±0.2% F.S.) selected for their high 
accuracy. All the instruments are managed by a software installed 
in a remote PC.

The test bench operates in current mode. Each point of the 
current density-voltage (I-V) curve is measured at 1 Hz intervals for 
at least 10 min after the fuel cell voltage is stabilized. The final 
value for each parameter is obtained by averaging all collected data 
during this stable phase.

The experimental activity is aimed to determine the MCFC 
performance under different feeding (anodic and cathodic) and 
other operative conditions. The thermal balance management was 
not included in the study because not relevant in tests on single 
cells. These tests were performed because they allows a great 
flexibility with respect to reagents type and voltage-current con-
ditions but, on the other hand, they are usually led at constant
2
as function of current density for all cathodic mixtures; (C) trend of UCO2

as a function



Fig. 3. Internal and external views of the MCFC frames: this is a classical lay-out to collect current and supply gas to the fuel cell.
temperature, imposed by the test facility. Consequently, in the 
thermal balance the heat contribution provided by the oven in 
which the single cell is located is predominant in relation to the 
thermal behavior of the cell. This approach is usually chosen 
because it allows repeatable results and highlights the effect of 
specific operative parameters (anodic/cathodic mixtures, current 
density, fuel utilization, carbon dioxide utilization and O2/CO2

partial pressure ratio) on cell performance without any tempera-
ture influence. Vice versa, at full size system level, the heat pro-
duction and management will demand additional analysis for a 
more realistic assessment, also depending on the system lay-out, 
e.g. the possible presence of an integrated reforming system that
takes part to the heat exchanges inside the stack.

3.2. Test campaign and operative condition description

In order to deeply understand MCFC behavior, a full set of nine 
operative cases combining the three anodic compositions with all 
three cathodic mixtures was considered. Each case was experi-
mentally characterized by determining its corresponding I-V po-
larization curve which was determined by measuring the fuel cell 
voltage for increasing current density in incremental steps of 
10 mA cm�2, from OCV (Open Circuit Voltage) to the maximum 
current allowed. Each operating point (i.e. current) was held for at 
least 10 min in steady conditions during which fuel cell voltage was 
sampled at 1 Hz frequency. The data gathered were recovered and 
processed afterwards.

All tests were performed at 650 � C whilst the anodic and 
cathodic mixtures were supplied to the cell at room temperature 
and pressure. Just after the mixtures humidification (throughout 
bubblers), temperature was kept over 80 �C to avoid the formation 
of water drops due to water condensation given that the resulting 
discontinuous evaporation would make the fuel cell unstable. The 
test campaign was completed in about 96 h, a time interval suffi-
ciently narrow to consider the single MCFC performance stable in 
the whole campaign.

4. Results

4.1. Energy performances

I-V curves, are plotted in Fig. 4A, where the color and marker 
codes identify the various cathodic compositions and anodic mix-
tures respectively. A first general remark is that the I-V curve trend 
seems to be dominated by the cathodic mixture whereas the 
anodic inlet streams have a lower order influence: the base cases 
reach poor performance, the copt cases correspond to very tied 
curves while in the enr cases higher power outputs are reached.

For the enr and copt cases the limiting factor is the cathodic
carbon dioxide. In particular the great CO2 exploitation (UCO2 curves 
as visible in Fig. 2C) prevents copt curves to reach higher current
densities (almost 95% at 160 mA cm�2). On the other hand, voltage 
of base case drops quickly due to poor oxygen content in the 
cathodic mixture. In fact, in this case Uox reaches 74% at 90 mA cm2 

(Fig. 2B) with an oxygen concentration in the cathodic exhaust of
1.7% and, consequently, a PO2 =PCO2 ratio steadily under 0.25 (black
dotted line), significantly lower than the minimum threshold fixed 
for typical working conditions [7]. This behavior implies the need 
of an air enrichment of the internal combustion engine exhaust, 
before accessing the cathode, as done in cases enr and copt. This 
fact makes base cathodic compositions not interesting for CCS 
appli-cation; therefore, in the following it is no longer taken into 
account for purposes of the present study.

The reason why I-V curves, obtained with cathodic copt varying 
the anodic feeding conditions, are so tight each others, probably
should be searched on the higher UCO2 factor (Fig. 2C). In fact, copt 
shows less oxygen exploitation respect to base and enr cathodic 
compositions. This is particularly evident observing the trend of
PO2 =PCO2 ratio, which assumes, for copt case, values significantly 
higher than the other cases. The enr case, instead, characterized by
lower values of PO2 =PCO2 ratio (but always greater than the mini-
mum threshold fixed for typical working conditions in (7]), is 
useful to highlight the effect of anodic feeding mixtures on I-V 
curves. In particular, as expected, the obtained voltage increases 
with the LHV of the mixture (CO and H2 content), e.g. at 160 mA 
cm�2, the voltage is 574 mV (bio), 592 mV (biopt) and 636 mV (ng) 
with fuel con-centration of 1.54, 1.59 and 1.76 ml min�1 cm�2

respectively. In particular, enr curve with ng fuel gains over the 
corresponding bio one (red diamonds and squares) up to almost 
15%, while this dif-ference expires in the cases of cathodic 
compositions copt, for what discussed above, and base (in this last 
case for the pure oxygen content).

Regarding efficiency (Fig. 4B), for fixed current densities, the 
biogas-like fuels reach higher electric efficiency values due to the 
greater fuel exploitation (Fig. 2A). This occurs for all cathodic 
mixtures, although the maximum absolute values are close for enr 
and copt curves, with the exception of the ng-copt case. In partic-
ular, it seems that the maximum reachable efficiency is depending 
from the cathode and the enr case shows the best performance. 
Furthermore, it is also evident that relative to energy performance 
(V and he), biopt curves fall between ng and bio ones, very tight to 
the latter. In conclusion, it can be highlighted how the efficiency is 
markedly depending from the fuel kind up to high current density, 
where the cathode becomes more affecting: the high cathodic gas 
species exploitation (carbon dioxide for enr and copt cases, oxygen 
for base) limits the fuel cell to reach higher current densities, 
actually characterized by greater fuel utilization and the customary 
high electric efficiency performance.
4.2. Carbon capture performances

Beyond the carbon dioxide separated from the cathode gas inlet



Fig. 4. (A) MCFC I-V polarization curves for the 9 different cases; (B) electric efficiency curves for all the tested compositions.
(CO2 rem as in Fig. 1), at anodic outlet the MCFC will also collect the 
carbon dioxide coming from the particular used fuel (CO2 fuel), i.e. 
carbon dioxide inherently contained in the fuel (biogas) and the 
one produced by the reforming of natural gas or biogas via water 
gas shift reaction (WGS). This CO2 contribution is characteristic of 
the used fuel and rather effects the overall quantity of the carbon 
dioxide flow concentrated at the anode side. Due to that, even if the 
natural gas operation mode reaches higher current densities, 
meaning higher quantity of CO2 separated from the cathodic flow 
(CO2 rem), using biogas as a fuel brings about a higher CO2 fuel (as 
evident from Table 1, biogas supplies almost 46% additional CO2 
with respect to natural gas), finally reaching a higher captured CO2 
fraction (CO2

an
out , depicted in Fig. 5 as percentage of the overall 

carbon dioxide in input to the MCFC) compared with the results 
obtained for natural gas.

In the following, the impact of ng and bio fuel on carbon capture 
performance is discussed, also with reference to enr and copt 
cathodic operative conditions.

As previously seen, mixtures biopt and copt, relating to a 
particular plant optimization as discussed in Refs. [1], do not add 
particular value from an energetic point of view: biopt curves do not 
distance the bio curves in voltage and efficiency (but quite better
Fig. 5. Trend of the captured carbon dioxide from the MCFC and collected to the anodic
exhaust for enr and copt cathode compositions. Note that at zero current density the
curves with the same fuel compositions do not correspond because COan

2 out is a gas
fraction. For readability biopt case, being very close to enr, is kept out from the plot.
than ng on the efficiency) and copt curves were substantially below 
the corresponding obtained in enr.

On the other hand, Fig. 5 (gray lines) highlights the benefit 
obtainable in terms of capture performances specifically for copt 
cathodic condition, respectively for bio-copt and ng-copt: about 95%
and 94% of the overall CO2 is collected at the anodic off-gases at 
160 mA cm�2, while 82% and 80% is the target achieved at same
current density in case of cathodic mixture enr. In fact, the UCO2 

curve for the copt case is considerably more steep (Fig. 2C). This is 
possible because in copt the oxidant mixture is better exploited by 
working with the highest oxygen excess (Uox < 0.3, Fig. 2B).

At fixed current densities, the energy produced for kilogram of 
captured CO2 significantly depends on the particular used fuel (i.e. 
the voltage), since the curves with the same fuel are very tight 
(Fig. 6). Consequently the ng feeding condition is favored. 
Furthermore, ng-curves show analogues trends, increasing quickly 
at low current densities to slightly decrease for high value of the 
current. This behavior is due to the linear dependence of COan

2 out
from current density, while produced energy is proportional to
power. Therefore, when power reaches its plateau, COan

2 out is still
growing and then the energy per kg of CO2 captured falls down.
Moreover, ng-curves showed a range of values between 0.590 and
0:470 kWh,kg�1

CO2
at the highest currents, while themaximumvalue

of 0:710 kWh,kg�1
CO2

is reached in the case of ng-enr composition,
Fig. 6. Energy produced for kg of captured carbon dioxide.



 

, 
 

from 90 to 110 mA cm�2. It must be evidenced that, even if the 
energy produced per kg of CO2

an
out allows comparing the MCFC with 

other CO2 capture systems, at the same time it does not allow to 
choose optimal MCFC working conditions in CCS application, due to 
the trend of CO2

an
out .

To this regard, it's interesting to show the behavior of the effi-
ciency as a function of the captured carbon dioxide CO2

an
out (Fig. 7A):

it's evident how the curves are grouped in two well defined fam-
ilies, depending on the cathode composition, with copt curves 
systematically shifted to the right side of the graph corresponding 
to higher percentages of captured CO2. Obviously, this result is not 
true in terms of absolute captured CO2, since enr compositions are 
able to reach higher current densities, which correspond to higher 
volumes of CO2 removed from the cathode side. Regarding the fuel
for both families (cathode feeding conditions) from Fig. 7A it is
evident that:

1. natural gas brings with itself less CO2 so the relative curves start
on the left of the corresponding ones obtained with biogas-like
compositions;

2. over a certain value of current density, biogas is more efficient
than natural gas. In particular, as previously seen the differences
in he increases with current density, while the difference of the
COan

2 out fraction decreases.
5. Performance of base CCS unit

5.1. System general features

The anode off-gas is mainly composed by carbon dioxide (up to 
40%) and water (up to 55%) but also to a lesser extent of unused 
carbon monoxide and hydrogen (depending from the fuel utiliza-
tion, around 10%). Before condensing water, the residual fuel should 
be removed, for example, through oxycombustion. In this occur-
rence, an oxycombustor must be added downstream the MCFC, 
together with an ASU used for oxygen separation which is calcu-
lated here assuming an electrical energy requirement of
0:295 kWh,kgO

�
2

1 [27].
To go further in the present work, considering main outcomes of 

previous Section 4 and aiming to characterize the CCS application 
of MCFCs in the cases of feeding by natural gas and biogas, ng-enr 
and bio-enr cases are considered in the following for the analysis of 
the CCS section plant. To get a generalized result, such analysis is 
performed on the base CCS unit, already described in Section 2, 
installed downstream a power generation plant (ICE). Therefore,
Fig. 7. (A) MCFC electric efficiency as a function of the captured carbon dioxide COan
2 out ; (B)

MCFC area, in reference to the whole system.
basing on the obtained results, a comparative analysis is carried out 
to evaluate the fuel effect on energy and CO2 capture performance 
of the considered base CCS unit. Furthermore, to highlight im-
provements obtainable, specifically in terms of CO2 performance 
under particular operating conditions, performance assessments by 
means of plant optimization are provided as example for the biopt-
copt feeding conditions corresponding to the optimized layout 
proposed in Ref. [1].

Fig. 7B describes the electric efficiency trend, lowered by the 
ASU penalty, as a function of the overall carbon dioxide stored (i.e. 
the collected CO2 from MCFC anode plus the CO converted by the 
ASU). The behavior does not change markedly respect to perfor-
mance of the single MCFC shown in previous Fig. 7A. Obviously the 
introduction of this kind of design privileges high fuel utilization 
factors. Although the three solutions are just slightly different from 
this point of view, the efficiency loss for bio-enr is less than 5%, 
more than one percentage point better respect to the ng and the 
optimized (biopt-copt feeding) cases. The maximum CO2 storage

reaches 89.0% for natural gas and 86.5% for biogas, corresponding to
specific absolute values of 2.02,10�4 and
2:13,10�4 kgCO2 ,h

�1,cm�2 respectively (Table 3). The biopt-copt 
case loses part of its advantage from a carbon capture point of view 
since all the curves result very tight. The impact of ASU contribu-
tion on the collected CO2 is quite limited, while the fuel contribu-
tion is comparable with the carbon dioxide removed from the 
exhaust off-gas (particularly for the biogas-like fuel compositions). 
In the following, to produce data useful for the performance com-
parison of the base CCS unit for both natural gas and biogas feeding 
cases, two different sizing strategies are followed: parity of 
installed power of CCS base unit and parity of treated flowrate of 
exhaust gases from the topper plant. For both strategies, main unit 
features are provided in Section 5.2 to characterize energy and CO2

performance under the different feeding conditions. These results 
are finally discussed in Section 5.3.
5.2. Retrofit base CCS unit sizing

On the basis of the experimental results already presented, it is 
possible to evaluate the size of a retrofit base CCS unit based on a 
MCFC stack. As already discussed, it includes the MCFC stack, fed by 
a reformer, and the oxycombustor-ASU for the final anodic off-gas 
treatment. It is remarked that, for a specific application, a retrofit 
plant must be sized basing on a complex framework including the 
total carbon dioxide flow delivered by the upstream power plant, 
specific country legislation on carbon dioxide emissions, carbon
electric efficiency as function of the stored carbon dioxide per minute and per specific



Table 3
Specific absolute carbon dioxide flow rates separated and concentrated in the various steps (removed, anout and storage, according to the nomenclature) of the MCFC þ ASU
system. Dan

capt ½%� and Dstorage [%] provide the carbon dioxide addition compared with the previous step, i.e. CO2 contributions due to fuel (after reforming) and oxycombustion
respectively.

ng-enr biopt-copt bio-enr

CO2 rem ½kgCO2
,h�1,cm�2� 1.49,10�4 1.33,10�4 1.41,10�4

COan
2 out ½kgCO2

,h�1,cm�2� 1.95,10�4 1.99,10�4 2.08,10�4

CO2 storage ½kgCO2
,h�1,cm�2� 2.02,10�4 2.04,10�4 2.13,10�4

Dan
out [%] þ30% þ50% þ48%

Dstorage [%] þ3.55% þ2.82% þ2.23%

Table 5
Main features of the base CCS unit, varying feeding conditions, sized to treat exhaust
gases for a CO2 flowrate of 1;000 kgCO2

,h�1 delivered by the host plant.

Case ng-enr biopt-copt bio-enr

Area [m2] 574 1015 574
hMCFC
e e 0.32 0.32 0.32

hSysteme
e 0.305 0.295 0.310

Dhe e �6.0% �6.5% �4.7%
Fuel [kg kWh�1] 0.19 0.52 0.55
CO2 emitted ½kgCO2

,h�1� 143 75 191

CO2 storage ½kgCO2
,h�1� 1158 1464 1220

CO2 storage (*) [%] 89% 95.1% 86.5%
Power MCFC [kW] 597 925 521
Power ASU [kW] 36 59 25
Power CCS base Unit [kW] 561 866 496
EnSystem,(CO2 storage)�1 ½kWh,kg�1

CO2
� 0.485 0.831 0.407

CostCapital [$] 1,790,000 3,160,000 1,790,000
DCostCapital (**) [%] e þ76.8% �0.1%

(*) It is obtained as the ratio between the CO2 storage and the CO2 globally emitted
from the system (CO2 storage þ CO2 emitted).
(**) Referred to the ng case.
emission trading and fuel (whatever) availability/cost. Accordingly,
a realistic sizing should be done to decrease the carbon emission to
the lower allowed level (or as a function of possible penalization
factors) by optimizing, as well as the plant size, the fraction of
exhaust gas treated in order to take into account different and
conflicting needs as:

- minimum capital cost by increasing the carbon capture capacity
(i.e. CO2 rem) on the treated exhaust fraction;

- maximum MCFC electric efficiency (therefore the fuel exploi-
tation) increasing the treated exhaust fraction (i.e. the overall
cathodic inlet flow) with a consequent lower CO2 rem.

In the present work, aiming to characterize the CCS application
of MCFCs in the cases of feeding by natural gas and biogas, obvi-
ously not all the aspects discussed above could be considered. 
Nevertheless, projecting the obtained results on the plant level, can 
better clarify MCFC and plant operating features, also as an effect of 
the conflicting criteria indicated above.

Therefore, according to the followed strategies, two different 
sizing processes were performed. The first one moves from a power 
request of 1 MW for repowering the host ICE plant. This value is a 
reference assumption coherent with the main generalized outcome 
aimed by the present work. The second strategy, instead, considers
as initial assumption an exhaust CO2 flowrate of 1; 000 kgCO2 ,h

�1 to 
be treated and delivered by the host plant. Main results are sum-
marized in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Capital cost was evaluated 
for all cases considering a specific cost of about 3,118 $ m�2, derived 
for the ng case (power of 1063 kW and total cells area 1023 m2) 
assuming a cost of the MCFC system equal to 3,000 $ kW�1 referred 
to the net power of the fuel cell [28]. The specific cost of the MCFC
Table 4
Main features of the base CCS unit, varying feeding conditions, sized to provide 1MW fo

Case n

Area [m2] 1
hMCFC
e

e 0

hSysteme
e 0

Dhe e �
Fuel [kg kWh�1] 0
CO2 fuel ½kgCO2

,h�1� 2

CO2 exhaust (*) ½kgCO2
,h�1� 1

CO2 total inlet ½kgCO2
,h�1� 2

CO2 storage ½kgCO2
,h�1� 2

CO2 storage (**) [%] 8
CO2 emitted (*) ½kgCO2

,h�1� 2

Power MCFC [kW] 1
Power ASU [kW] 6
EnSystem,(CO2 storage)�1 ½kWh,kg�1

CO2
� 0

CostCapital [$] 3
DCostCapital (***) [%] e

(*) In the biopt-copt case, CO2 exhaust and CO2 emitted differ from COcath
2 inlet and COcath

2 out respec
(**) It is obtained as the ratio between the CO2 storage and the CO2 globally delivered from
(***) Referred to the ng case.
system includes, for simplicity, also the cost of the ASU and oxy-
combustor, whose sizes are proportional to the flow rate of residual
fuel and oxidized compounds exiting the MCFC anode, which can
be considered proportional to the MCFC power output.
5.3. Performance discussion

5.3.1. Natural gas vs. biogas feeding
Natural gas feeding preserves the best performances of the base
r repowering the host plant.

g-enr biopt-copt bio-enr

023 1171 1155
.32 0.32 0.32

.305 0.295 0.310

6.0% �6.5% �4.7%
.19 0.52 0.55
82 594 586

782 1154 2014

064 1749 2600

064 1690 2458

9% 95.1% 86.5%
54 87 385

063 1068 1049
3 68 49
.485 0.831 0.407

,190,000 3,650,000 3,600,000
þ14.5% þ12.9%

tively, as a result of recirculation.
the CCS base unit (CO2 storage þ CO2 emitted).



CCS unit under study, mainly in terms of power production. This 
feature allows to reduce capital cost, as evident in Table 4, when 
the plant layout is sized to fit the power demand. Changing the 
point of view, when a particular level of carbon capture is required, 
the operative cost due to an expensive and not renewable source, 
as natural gas, can be partially compensated by:

1. the extra power production ability, þ10% compared with 
the biogas-like fuels (see Fig. 4A);

2. a lower capital cost, since the MCFC can run at higher current 
densities and more carbon dioxide is consequently removed (or 
a higher exhaust flow-rate can be treated).
According to the present experimentation, the second advan-

tage is pretty limited (ng-enr shows þ11% and þ5.5% of extra 
carbon dioxide removed compared with, respectively, bio-enr and 
biopt-copt, Table 3) and totally lost (�1.4% and �5.4% on CO2 storage, 
Table 3) when also CO2 derived from the fuel is taken into account. 
On the other hand, by increasing the cathodic flow, it's possible
to increase the limit given by the use of carbon dioxide UCO2

(Fig. 2C) to reach both higher current densities (that is higher level
of CO2 rem) and power production, with the penalty of some per-
centage points in removed carbon dioxide.

Similarly to the case of natural gas feeding, even if slightly 
better, the electric efficiency of the MCFC fueled by biogas is 
penalized by the CCS configuration, that forces high cathodic car-
bon dioxide exploitation (UCO2 between 80% and 90%), which cor-
responds to low fuel utilization.

Moreover, in the case of biogas feeding, it must be considered 
that biogas is a carbon dioxide carrier and this is critical for carbon 
capture performance of the base CCS unit. In this case, in fact, while 
MCFC is able to collect bigger absolute volume of CO2 at the anodic 
off-gas, the relative amount of CO2 stored is smaller than in the case 
of natural gas feeding. Evidently the excess of CO2, contained in 
biogas, penalizes the overall performance, as well highlighted by 
the carbon dioxide content at the cathodic off-gas (CO2 emitted, 
Table 4). This is the biggest CO2 emitted value among all investigated 
cases. Obviously, it must be considered that biogas is a renewable 
resource so that the carbon dioxide fraction can push towards 
negative emissions.
In details, regarding the first sizing strategy, relevant features of the 

base CCS unit, at parity of net installed power, are (Table 4):

- reduced MCFC total area for natural gas feeding (1,023 m2 for ng-
enr case vs. 1,155 m2 for bio-enr case), leading to the lowest
capital cost: biogas feeding implies an increase of about 13%;

- regarding CO2 capture performance, a greater removal is per-
formed in case of natural gas feeding. The CO2 cathodic outlet 
stream (254 kgCO2 ,h

�1) is reduced at 14% of the flowrate
cathodic inlet (1; 782 kgCO2 ,h

�1), while, in case of biogas
feeding, it grows up to 19% of CO2 exhaust. In the same case, the 
increase of about 19% in total CO2 storage, shown in Table 4, is due 
to the biogas CO2 content.

For what concerns the second sizing strategy (parity of CO2

treated flowrate), it can be remarked that (Table 5):

- natural gas feeding exhibits higher CO2 removal ability (simi-
larly to the previous investigated strategy, at the cathode outlet
only 14% of inlet CO2 is present versus 19% for bio-enr case)

- similar features can be observed, for both natural gas and biogas
feedings, in terms of total area and capital cost.

- different produced power values (597 kW and 521 kW for nat-
ural gas and biogas respectively) result for the same total area,
with reduction of about 13% in bio-enr case.
5.3.2. System optimization: analysis of a specific case
The optimized configuration biopt-copt was defined to maxi-

mize CO2 removal performance. As already discussed at single cell 
level, in fact, it reaches CO2 removal and captured rates around 90%
e95%, corresponding to a maximum CO2 storage of 94.6% and a
specific absolute value of 2:04,10�4 kgCO2 ,h

�1,cm�2 (Table 3), 
making the molten carbonate fuel cell comparable with the more 
efficient capture (but energy demanding) technologies. The slight 
electric efficiency reduction and the relative low overall power 
production are drawbacks. Furthermore, the main issue is the 
growth of the capital cost. In fact, mixture optimization is obtained 
by recirculating both cathodic (in the measure of 10%) and anodic 
(28.8%) off-gas flows to the cathodic inlet. Consequently, a reduced 
exhaust flowrate delivered by the topper plant can be treated for 
unitary MCFC area. This corresponds, making reference only to the 
CO2 flowrate, to 35.2% and 42.6% of the CO2 specific cathodic flow 
compared to ng-enr and biogas-enr, respectively. This produces an 
increase in cell area (about þ76.7%) required to handle the same 
amount of flow delivered by a conventional plant.

With reference to main features resulting from CCS base unit 
sizing, for the optimized case, it can be highlighted (Tables 4 and 5):

- the largest overall area (for both sizing strategies), leading to the
highest capital cost. In particular, assuming a constant requested
installed power, an increase of 14.5% arises; while, keeping the
same treated flowrate, capital cost is 76.8% the one estimated for
the ng-enr case. It must be evidenced that, according to the latter
sizing strategy, net installed power increases of about 54%
respect to ng-enr case.

- the highest CO2 capture performance in reference to the CO2
cathodic outlet stream. In fact, it decreases to 9% of the flowrate
cathodic inlet, vs. 14% and 19% resulting for ng-enr and biogas-
enr, respectively.

- a slight reduction in overall efficiency (about 1% point with
respect to ng-enr case).

6. Conclusions

The present work provided an analysis of a CCS unit, constituted
by a MCFC stack integrated with oxycombustor-ASU and directly
fed through a reformer, intended for the application to carbon
capture downstream a reciprocating internal combustion engine in
a wastewater treatment plant. Specifically, a comparative analysis,
considering feeding by biogas or natural gas to the MCFC, is carried
out to evaluate the fuel effect on energy and CO2 capture perfor-
mance of the considered base CCS unit, as well as on its sizing and
cost. All evaluations are based on the outcomes of a specific
experimental activity performed at the Fuel Cell Laboratory of
University of Perugia.

A preliminary techno-economic evaluation, developed for the
more interesting case studies, were provided by assuming two
alternative design criteria: constant installed MCFC electric power
and constant exhausts flowrate to be treated.

Main findings are:

i the ability of the MCFC-CCS base unit to store 89% to 86% of the
treated carbon dioxide, respectively in the case of feeding the
fuel cell with natural gas or biogas;

ii specific energy production of 0.485 kWh and 0.485 kWh per kg
of stored CO2, respectively for the former and the latter solution.
Moreover, the impact of the MCFC capital cost on the competi-
tiveness of this kind of installation is remarked.

As a general result of the comparative analysis, at constant
installed electric MCFC power, biogas feeding results in a higher



MCFC total area with an increase of about 13% in capital cost of the
base CCS unit. Also CO2 capture performance is slightly lower. The
CO2 cathodic outlet stream, in fact, in the case of natural gas feeding
is equal to 14% of the flowrate cathodic inlet, while in case of biogas
feeding grows up to 19% of treated CO2. Also at constant CO2 treated
flowrate, natural gas feeding exhibits higher CO2 removal ability,
similarly to the previous investigated strategy, bringing about an
increment of 13% in produced net power (561 kW vs. 496 kW) for
the same MCFC area and capital cost.

An additional optimized configuration (biopt-copt) fueled by
biogas was investigated. In this case 95% of treated CO2 is stored,
making the molten carbonate fuel cell comparable with the more
efficient capture (but energy demanding) technologies. Disadvan-
tages, with respect to not-optimized solutions, are the slight elec-
tric efficiency reduction, the relative low overall power production
and, mainly, the significant capital cost growth (þ14.5% and
about þ76.7% at constant installed power and at constant treated
flowrate, respectively).

Further investigation of possible biogas sources and alternative
uses (biogas could be exploited in the ICE and a related loss in
energy production could arise due to possible differences in con-
version efficiency) must be performed in the future to provide a
comparative profitability analysis of the CCS base units powered by
natural gas and biogas respectively. Also a complete LCA (Life Cycle
Assessment) of the CO2 cycle will be assessed to provide a
comprehensive assessment of the different solutions eco-efficiency.
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Nomenclature

ASU: Air Separation Unit
CO2exhaust: CO2 content in the exhaust gases to be treated
COcath

2 inlet : CO2 content in the cathodic inlet stream, CO2 content in the cathodic outlet
stream

CO2 fuel: CO2 content in the fuel mixture at the anode inlet
CO2 rem: CO2 removed from cathode
COan

2 out : CO2 content in the anodic off-gases
COoxy

2 in: CO2 content in the ASU inlet stream
COCO

2 : CO2 produced by the CO oxycombustion
CO2 storage: CO2 content at the oxycombustor outlet
CO2 emitted: CO2 residual content in the treated gases downstream the cathode outlet
DC: Direct Current
EnSystem,(CO2 storage)

�1: Energy produced by the CCS base unit for kg of CO2 stored
hMCFC
e : MCFC unit efficiency

hSysteme : CCS base unit efficiency
Dhe: h

MCFC
e � hSysteme

Heq
2 : Equivalent Hydrogen Flow rate

ICE: Internal Combustion Engine
mH2

: H2 molar flow rate in the fuel
mCO: CO molar flow rate in the fuel
mCH4

: CH4 molar flow rate in the fuel
MCFC: Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell
XCO: CO molar fraction
XCO2

: CO2 molar fraction
XH2

: H2 molar fraction
XH2O: H2O molar fraction
XN2

: N2 molar fraction
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